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Inner-city worker
Iverson to be here
Rev. Bill Iverson, director of Newark, New
Jersey’s Crosscounter ministry, is coming
Jersey's
to Covenant on Friday. He will speak at
11:05
the 11
:05 combined chapel, and will also
Commit
be meeting with the Curriculum Committee at 1:30 to discuss in detail a tentative
program for Covenant students to receive
credit from a summer or semester of
working on one of his Crosscounter AcAc
tion Teams (CATS) in Newark.
Crosscounter began in a luncheonette
several years ago. Iverson, a minister of a
church in Newark, realized the limits of
a church ministry in reaching the man on
the street, and so he bought a luncheonluncheon
ette in one of
Newark's ghettos. As stuo f Newark’s
sents from a nearby high school came in
for lunch and snacks, he began his minisminis
try of sharing Christ with all men. Now

Dotts concerned
about school breakage

The high rate of damage done to school
property is simply the result of
o f immaimma
accort ,
turity and a lack of school spirit, accor.;
D otts, Superintendent of
ding to Ray Dotts,
Buildings and Grounds.
"Students
“Students who have been breaking
things on campus are irresponsible and
immature,” Dotts
D otts says. "Hardly
“Hardly ever
immature,"
does a student turn himself in for damage
he has done to school property or offer
to pay for the damage. For instance, a
couple of weeks ago John Moore met
a student in the corridor with a dust
pan and brush. The student was going to
clean up some glass from a light fixture
play
diffuser which he had broken while playing ball in the corridor. The student
wanted to pay for the damage, too. Mr.
Moore had to pinch himself to make sure
he was awake and not just having a
pleasant dream: this had never happened
before."
before.”
Dotts says that Moore and his men
are called upon to repair and replace
damage with no one having the faintest
idea of
o f who was responsible: "Windows
“Windows
broken, Jocks
locks pryed, furniture smashed,
equipment misused ...
. . . and who did it?
shrug.”
. . . the only answer is a shrug."
remem
Dotts thinks students should remember that to act as if damage to college
happened" is both im
improperty "just
“just happened”
mature and irresponsible. This damage
“ a person or against
could be against "a
institution supported by many hardan institutiOIJ.,
He
earned and consecrated tithes."
tithes.”
“ school spirit”
says that "school
spirit" is also involved:
"We
“We must do more than root for our
ball teams.
teams. D
Don't
on't we care that our camcam
pus looks good? Don't
Don’t we feel any guilt
(he sloppy manners of throwing a
over the
dish off the veranda and as a result
weeks?”
having a student on crutches for weeks?"
- T . Belz
-T.
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Crosscounter has a full time team of nine,
so they have closed the luncheonette and
are serving "twelve
“twelve institutions, clubs, and
churches where creative opportunities are
presented for sharing Jesus Christ as He
really is."
mc·:ement left the lunchis.” The movement
lunch
eonette and went into the streets and
homes of the community where the
team shares Christ personally with everyevery
one they meet. "Our
“Our responsibility,"
responsibility,”
·Iverson says, "is
“ is availability to Christ to
do his work in us at the right time and
place, and with the right person.”
person."
Barrington College and Crosscounter
are working together to offer Christian
college students "either
“either a full semester or
a summer program of academic studies
and urban field experience in the inner
city of Newark for college credit."
credit.” Under
the supervision of Crosscounter
Crosscounter/1 eight
other schools, including Davidson College,
Taylor University, and Westminster TheoTheo
logical Seminary, have sent their students
for study and work in the inner city.
"Covenant
“Covenant has made a tentative commitcommit
ment toward this program,"
program,” notes Dr.
Will Barker, "but
“but this Curriculum CommitCommit
tee cannot make a definite decision until
it has met with Mr. Iverson to work out
details.” If adopted, the program
the details."
would most probably be open to juniors
and seniors · with a certain grade point
average, which would have to be deterdeter
mined by the committee. A student,
o f the CrossCross
once accepted as a member of
counter team, may earn up to sixteen
o f work, or up to
credits for a semester of
eight credits for a summer session, in adad
“ insight and
dition to gaining valuable "insight
o f a city."
city.”
experience in the life of
Iverson will be available between chapchap
el and 1:
1:30
to
talk
with
students
about
30
“Credit or not,"
not,”
this interesting program. "Credit
“we want to enen
comments Dr. Barker, "we
courage students, as they hear Mr. Iverson,
to consider helping him in Newark this
summer."
summer.”
_-P.
P. Reilly
Reilly

Romein defends conservative
view on Christian education
In a sense, the 1970-71 Christian Thought
Conference was a scene from the distant
past. It was an exercise in slaying dragons
which have been dead for 20 years. In
conference, was the
another sense, the conference.
calm pleasant experience of reaffirming
some of the principles Covenant College
stands for but rarely speaks for. Dr.
Tunis Romein's
Romein’s cause was the separation
of Christian education and the basic
suppositions of progressive educational
anti
philosophies which he . felt to be antithetical to the Christian educator's
educator’s comcom
mitments and purpose. Raking Dewey
and Kilpatrick over the coals time and
time again, Romein succinctly and quietly
developed the basic tensions between
Christian assumptions about freedom, auau

thority, and responsibility and those of
the progressive humanist. Relying heavily
ad
upon the Graeco-Roman tradition, adcardinal sin for a number of
mittedly a <i:ardinal
con
thinking Christians, Dr. Romein constantly reminded us of what he felt to be
educa
critical principles which Christian educators have left behind in their search for
an educational approach which relates
to the current intellectual environment.
Perhaps Dr. Romein's
Romein’s basic concern
was that Christian educators realize that
the Christian liberal arts college was not
designed, nor should be, in his opinion,
to provide vocational education but rather
alert, responsible,
to produce intellectually alert,responsible,
decision makers. Stressing the state of
affairs in contemporary education, Dr.
Romein went on to develop the key to
a proper Christian higher education-a
education—a
total discipline. A discipline which allows
tempered
erect by
for freedom but only when temp.
Chris
the authorities which define the Christian life.
Saying little about the specifics of the
how and what of Christian education, Dr.
Romein nevertheless provided an interinter
treatm ent of
o f the necessary basics
esting treatment
o f education
education..
of his Christian philosophy of
—R. Rayburn
-R.

Freshmen elect
class officers

Professional Food Manager John Ring presents Accountant Craig Burdette
with $375.00 check to be used for student aid.

The freshman class last week held its
elections for class officers, and chose
Alex Rowan, from Harriman, Tennessee,
as president, Andy Shaw, vice-president,
Mahlow,
Cathy Manning, secretary, Liz Mahl
ow,
com
treasurer, and Barbara Bierce, social comre
mittee chairman. The officers will remain until next spring when sophomore
class officers will be chosen as usual.
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crisis
- An
article
in Saturday
Review,
7. -Drug
Drug
crisis
—An
article
in Saturday
Review,
November
1970,
entitled
November
14, 14,
1970,
entitled
"Drugs: Ten
Years to Doomsday?”
Doomsday?" explains that drug addiction if fast becoming a
“Drugs:
TenYearsto
world-wide epidemic. The article contains a most disturbing quote by Dr. Nils
addiction. Bejerot states, “We
Bejerot, a Swedish expert on drug addiction.
"We live in a
dramatic age, and everything moves far more quickly than when the Roman
Empire met its fate. I believe that at best we have ten years in which to prevent
a social catastrophe; at the worst it may already be too late.”
late." The Saturday
Review adds,
adds," ...
Review
. . the drug epidemic may be the shadow ooff an end-of-century
plague."
plague.”

''“In
In the last times
times.. .. ''
By means of the news media of today Americans are acquiring a crisis-consciousness.
There are many emergencies extending themselyes
themselves as epidemics in our world, and
these are now being brought into national attention by journalistic efforts. In fact,
because people keep finding new crises all the time, there may be some confusion as
to which one will indeed be the one to destroy civilization.
Without too much elaboration, let us examine some of the dreadful possibilities
for the future
future::
1. Population crisis -—This is the most pressing problem of our biosphere: the
earth simply cannot support the growing human population. By the year 2000
the world population will be seven billion. Unless drastic sterilization programs
are initiated in the near future, the earth's
earth’s population will become ecologically
intolerable within two or three decades.
2. Ecology crisis —
- The resources of the earth-air,
earth—air, oceans, fresh water,
minerals, and nutrients are being destroyed at an insane pace. This crisis stems from
overpopulation, but it is worsened by m
an’s carelessness and his ignorance of
man's
conservation principles. Scientists vary in their predictions of how much time we
have left before life on earth will cease from pollution, but many agree that the
first ecological catastrophes will begin ten years from now (Paul Ehrlich predicts
the death of the oceans within a decade).
3. Economic crisis -— Economic problems have been grossly affected by the
human population increase. In our country, there are more people than there are
jobs. Labor-management struggles contribute to an increasing inflation rate.
While prices and wages rise, fifteen million Americans are starving.
On a world-wide basis, starvation is rule rather than exception. The economics
of most countries cannot support their own people. Anti-poverty programs have
actually increased the problem by feeding starving nations, which initiates a
viscious cycle: poverty, aid, population increase, poverty. An editorial in
Bioscience (February 1969) as quoted in New
N ew Republic (June 20, 1970) states
"Because
“ Because it creates a viscious cycle that compounds human suffering at a high
rate, the provision of food to the malnourished populations of the world that
cannot or will not take very substantial measures to control their own repro
reproduction rates is inhuman, immoral, and irresponsible.
4. Urban crisis -—As the focal point of
o f human population, the cities have
multiple-multiple crises. In addition to heavily polluted air and water, cities are
confronted by overcrowding and its related problems: crime, disease, racial concon
flicts, prostitution, slum tenements, and gang warfare.
5. Revolution crisis -—Revolutionary groups have been increasingly active in
our country in the past several years. While some people are asking "Which
“Which side
will you be on when the Revolution comes?",
comes?” , others feel that movements such
as the SDS, Progressive Labor,-and
Labor, and Weathermen are too disjointed to cause much
damage nationally.* Whether or not revolutionary groups will cause a national
crisis remains to be seen. In any case, the FBI thinks that political guerrillas are
a more serious threat than nonpolitical criminals: their "Most
“ Most Wanted"
Wanted” °list
list now
consists mostly of young revolutionaries (Time, November 16, 1970, p. 49).
6. Weapons crisis - In contemplating the other crises, let us not forget that
multi-megaton bombs do exist. We have become accommodated to this-the
th is-th e
bomb-shelter frenzy is over-but
o v er-b u t World War III is just as possible as it was a
decade ago.
•one
*One young revolutionary commented on his movement:
movem ent: "We've
"W e've come a long way in ten
years, but
b u t ten years is not enough. It to
o k the American colonists tw
e n ty years. It to
ok
took
twenty
took
Ho Chi Minh
M inh 30 years and Mao 40. We are in a race against time
tim e ...
. . . "” (See Newsweek,
May 11, 1970, p. 37)

The Christian
Cluistian community ought not to shrink in fear at the thought of
imminent catastrophe. Indeed it is at this juncture that the difference between
believer and unbeliever in clearly marked: while terror grips the news-conscious
unbeliever, Christians remember the words ooff Jesus when he said,
"There
“There shall also be signs in sun, moon and stars, with distress on earth among
the nations, bewilderment at the roaring ooff sea and waves; men swooning from
dread and apprehension about events that are taking place in the world; for the
powers of the heavens shall be shaken. Then shall they see the Son ooff Man
coming in a cloud with great power and glory. But
Bu·t when these things occur,
straighten up and lift your heads because your deliverance is near.”
near." (Luke
21:25-28)
Jesus commands his disciples in verse 36 to “"be
be on guard and pray increasingly
so that you may have the ability to escape all those impending events and to
stand in the presence of the Son of Man.”
Man."
The crises ooff our world are the result of Satan's
Satan’s evil, destructive influence. We
Christians are the salt, God's
God’s preserving force, in this world,
worlcl, and we must fight
evil with everything we have. Although on the one hand we long for Christ’s
Christ's
return, on the other we are commanded to redeem the world by guarding our

own lives against Satan, spreading the full gospel message, dominating nature
in the fear of God, and by taking responsible action to relieve conditions of
poverty, overcrowdedness, and disease.
A famous theologican once stated that a liberal arts education that cannot
stand against persecution and crisis is no education at all. We are Christian students
in a collapsing world. Have we prepared ourselves for a deadly struggle against
evil, or do we blandly assume that, like our parents, God will permit us to
to live
comfortably with a family, job, and home? Discipleship to Christ in the next
decade or two might involve losing everything for His sake; Jesus calls us, as he
called Matthew, to forsake everything and follow Himself.
--B.
b. T
ilto n
Tilton

Facts or faces?
In 1960 the late and noted dean of American Church historians, Kenneth Scott
Latourette, addressed a dinner given in his honor at Union Theological Seminary
in Richmond, Virginia. Dr. Latourette recalled the course ooff his life, and the
transcription of his remarks was published in a volume of essays dedicated to him
him
by former students and was thus made available to the general public. The great
historian's remarks generally are worth noting, but at one point in his address he
historian’s
said an astonishing thing for a scholar of his standing. Referring to his early life,
he stated,"
stated, “ ....
. . 1 was interested in teaching. My primary concern, you see, was
subject." And later in the address Dr. Latourette continued:
students, not a subject.”
And so as this stage of my life begins to draw to a close I am pro
profoundly thankful. And I may say here, knowing I am talking to a num
number of former students of mine, that the most rewarding part ooff life has
been the friendship ooff these men. 1I went into teaching, as I said, because
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"The Importance
of Being Earnest"
Earnest”
The makeup is on, the lights are flashing, and the play is about to begin.
A last minute prayer goes up from the aactor
c t o r ....
. . ‘''Lord,
Lord, help m
e.” The
me."
lines come out of his m
mouth
outh and he is surprised to find that even in the face
of the crowd he can remember his part, at least fairly well.
I don’t
don't doubt that some ooff these things happened Friday and Saturday
Saturday
night here at Covenant when the Drama Club presented Oscar Wilde’s
Wilde's The
Importance ooff Being Earnest.
There is always excitement in a student presentation. You know all the
actors as friends or classmates and you rise and fall with them as they bat
battle to do a good job. This Friday as I viewed the opening of the play I was
glad to see brothers and sisters ooff mine move out into the world ooff ..art
art
and drama and try to express themselves.
From
From a critical point of view they failed to move the dialogue as quickly
as Oscar Wilde meant it to when he wrote it. This slowed the first act con
considerably. The second moved much
mu.ch faster, but the third slowed down
attempt
again. The attem
pt at the British accent might have been dropped for it
sometimes took the bite and sting from the lines. Rob Sanderson certainly
certainly
did a great deal toward salvaging an authentic accent, however.
/
The play had some very good things in it-Randy
it-R an d y Carrol and Debbie
Wallis, for example. Rob Sanderson did a good job
job and Mike Smith
looked great.
--R.
R . Nabors
Nabors

I was primarily interested in students. They have been my great joy
joy
through the years. I have boasted repeatedly that I have fourteen
honorary degrees from universities and colleges in five different coun
countries, but the greatest honor is that I have had seventeen namesakes in
six different countries. Whenever a student is willing to name a son
for you I think it the greatest compliment that can be given to anybody.
Frontiers of the Christian World Mission since 1938,
Wilber
edited by W
ilber C. Harr. New Y
o rk : Harper and Bros.,
York:
1962. pp. 289, 292-3.

What is remarkable about Dr. Latourette's
L atourette’s remarks is the degree to which the
spirit that he represents has been lost in Christian institutions of
o f higher learning.
The thing which characterizes so many ooff our Christian educators today is prepre
cisely a preoccupation with the subject as the im
portant reality that relegates the
important
student to second place or to a place entirely out of
o f the picture. But Dr. LatLat
ourette tells us, "My
“My primary concern ...
. . . was with students, not a subject."
subject.”
This is well said, for students are eternal but the subject is temporal. It becomes
a thing of overwhelming beauty in a sense ooff Christian comprehension, especially
coming from a Chritian scholar of
o f the first order, perhaps a man without equal in
his knowledge of his area of study.
Further, Dr. Latourette remarks, "“ ...
. . . the most rewarding part of life has been
the friendship of these men.”
men." Why, of course! That's
T hat’s what the whole thing is about.
How did we ever forget it? Christ with the Twelve-interested
Twelve—interested in the subject or in
interested in the men? But friendship with students? What does that mean? It
hasn't existed for so long that we don't
hasn’t
don’t comprehend it any longer. It sounds
foreign, radical; it is, in fact,
fact. the heart ooff Christain education.
Why the emphasis upon the subject and not the personal? Because we can’t
can't
possibly do both together? Why not? Latourette did! If we maintain only a corcor
rect academic relationship with our students, what more are we doing than would
be done for them at a secular institution? Relating the subject Christianly in the

classroom? Yes, but is that enough? Is that the whole of our opportunity? Is
that the end ooff our responsibility? If we are interested in students, how do we show
it? "The
“ The most rewarding ppart
a r t ....
. . has been the friendship of these men.”
men."
I once knew ooff a Christian institution that became convinced that in order to
to
gain a hearing in the world, for the Gospel, of course, they would have to become
more academically respectable. They put all ooff their emphasis on the subject. Of
course they realized this was a temporary expedient, just until they had won
enough respect from the world to gain a hearing. And they really progressed.
Their math department became as good as MIT. Well, almost. The music depart
department drew people from twenty-eight states, and local people who wouldn’t
wouldn't have
considered sending their sons and daughters to a “second
"second rate religious school”
school"
now fought to get them into this forward-looking hometown prodigy. Parents
"Why, my kid can get the same education there as at the State University
remarked, “Why,
200 miles away; th
that's
at’s an asset to this tow
n, and we’re
town,
we're proud to have a real school
here now!”
now!" Progress for Christ is what they claimed to be making, and that did
sound a lot more up-to-date than the "People
“People for Christ”
Christ" slogans they used to
annoy so many people with. But you know, the funny thing is that after they
became respectable and had atheists speaking in chapel, and all the other things
that make a school really respectable in the eyes ooff the world, they still couldn’t
couldn't
get a hearing for the Gospel.
Cbspel. In fact, they couldn’t
couldn't even get a hearing for it on the
campus anymore.
• Recently I picked up Luther’s
Luther's Table Talk, and started to go through it, looking
looking
specifically for examples ooff Luther’s
Luther's emphasis on the personal, his concern for
individual people and their individual situations. Suddenly I realized that I was
holding in my hands the best example ooff all, the testimony ooff the men who had
shared Luther’s
Luther's table, shared in Luther’s
Luther's family life, shared in Luther’s
Luther's being on a
personal level, and recorded his remarks at table. Where, oh God, I thought, where
in Evangelicalism today, among all of our great scholars and leaders, is Luther’s
Luther's
table? Where is Luther's
Luther’s table?
--J.
j . Hedstrom
Hedstrom

.,
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SCOT CALENDAR

Do only seasons change!'
change?

Bagpipe

18 Wednesday
Day of
o f Prayer

What is autumn at Covenant College?
Autumn is warm days and crisp nights.
Autumn is the serene and quiet beauty of
the colored woods. Autumn is the first
taste of snow and the first thoughts of
Christmas.
Autumn is Steve Roddy
snatching a rebound from little Gregory
Maffet. I suppose autumn will always be
autumn.
*

*

*

With all due respect and admiration for
Hegel, Marx, and Darwin, those noted
exponents of linear progression, it must
be noted that it seems history is repeating
itself. Theory states that Gregory Maffet,
who although he is a good rebounder,
must struggle and sweat to stay alive unun
der the backboards, would be selected out
of the gym to be replaced by a big, mean,
grizzly rebounder. But alas, Darwin never
played basketball, and our fearless
'Scots
fearless'Scots
must once again tackle the heights.
For the uninitiated, basketball at CovCov
enant has, in recent years, been somesome
thing akin to the modern Women's
Women’s LibLib
eration movement. There have been at
times joys and successes and at times
frustrations and failures at the hands of
certain stubborn opponents, but there
has always been the need for a really big
man. To offset this disadvantage, the
Scots offer an attack which includes
year’s MVP in the SCAC, Rodney
last year's
Alexander, and last year’s
year's league foul
shooting champ, captain Bruce Tilton.
Losing only Bruce Young from last year’s
year's
starting five, and with the addition of
some authentic freshman talent, Coach
Walter Bowman feels he has the depth
which the team has lacked in the past.
Citing a positive, healthy team attitude,
he picks his team to place fourth in the
SCAC behind the perennial powerhouses
Lee, Temple, and Bryan.
The Scots do not win all their games,
well,, and they do
they do not always play well
not always play teams of a similar calibre,
year’s edition
edition of the basketball
but this year's
Scots is better than most and should be
often exciting and always fun to watch.
This writer is neither expert enough
nor brave enough to start predicting.
There are many variables. One thing
is certain, however-1970
however—1970 is the year of
the upset. . No predictions,
predictions. no point
spreads. Just be there when the Scots
play Temple.

*

*

*

What is winter at Covenant College?
Winter is fog, snow, and cold. Winter is

a fire in the lobby fireplace. Winter is
the brilliance of the ice on the trees
against a clear blue sky. Winter is CoveCove
nant "almost"
“almost” against Lee, Covenant
"almost"
“almost” against Bryan, Covenant "al“al
most"
most” against Temple. I wonder if winter
will always be winter.
--R.
R . Rayburn

20 Friday
Basketball, Toccoa, away
Faculty forum
Sophomore outing
21 Saturday
Basketball, Emmanuel, away
Literary society
23 Monday
Basketball, Atlanta
A tlanta Christian, away

Faculty offers new
local idioms course

24 Tuesday
5:30 pm
5:30
pm:: JV Basketball, CSTI, here

The Convent College faculty has made a
proposal to teach a course named "A
“A
Christian Perspective on Local ContemContem
porary Idioms."
Idioms.” A spokesman for the
faculty promised ·that
that the course would
definitely be a heavy, saying that "many
“many
unsuspecting students could really be
nailed to the wall unless they get their
proverbial tails in the library and study,
as it were."
were.”
Dr. Only, leader in the team-taught
course, says he thinks the course will be
“pretty ol'
oP good. The fans loved it when
"pretty
before."
we taught a course like this before.”
Student response to the proposal varvar ied. Pete Mollenturf questioned Only's
Only’s
optimism: "That's
“That’s real good. They say
the course may require a little studying.
AlliI need is another course that will shoot
All
me a rocket. This is the boy, and all I can
say to such a proposal is 'I
‘I beg your a ...
...
excuse me?''.'
me?” ’ Rick Tyler said, "You'll
“You’ll
atti
think study. It takes a fine spiritual attitude to dream up such a course. The kid
has already had enough of these courses."
courses.”
But many students responded posi
posi. tively to the proposal. Louis Rough was
quick to encourage others to take the
course: "Son
“Son . . . you mean we ain't
ain’t
registered for that already? It looks like
‘Local Idioms'
Idioms’ for us next
possibly a little 'Local
semester, doesn't
doesn’t it, fellas?"
fellas?” And Curly
Kortny added, "Yo,
“Yo, Lou. What can I
say?”
say?"
To which Peter Mollenturf could only
“A-oh, Na-oh! You didn't
didn’t say
answer, "A-oh,
that, Curly. How red is your a, a, a,
neck?"
Belz
neck?”
-- tT.. Beiz

8:00 pm
8:00
pm:: Basketball, Baptist Christian,
here

25 Wednesday
film : "In
" In Spite of
o f Storm,"
S to rm ," in chapel
SMF film:

Thanksgiving recess

26 Thursday through 28 Saturday
Tennessee Temple Basketball Tournament
Tournam ent
Chapels:

18 Day of
o f Prayer
19 Student chapel, Steensma
20 Bill Iverson, combined
23 Christian Service Council
24, 25 Henry Schum

Mr. Ring
and
Professional
Food
Management
say,

831-1627

Free delivery

Carter H. Evans
RJ-CG-AGS

Eighth and Market
Chattanooga
Tennessee 37402

"Come into the Blink and
try our shakes. They're the
best in town."

+
Sandone
ear!fitdMasttrDtykantr

LOOKOUT
MOUNTAIN
M O UNTAIN
CLEANERS,
Inc.

-Complete
—Complete laundry service
—Complete alteration service
-Complete

COME AND SEE
COIVIE
TH E FAIR
YLAND CAVERNS
CA VERNS
THE
FAIRYLAND
and all the other things there are
to see and do at Rock City!

FGHJK
This is obviously a multiplication. The
0 to 9
letters represent the numerals O
inclusive. Find a solution. At least 13
solutions are possible.

^

SPECIAL PRESCRIPTION
PRICES to all Covenant
students and faculty

£5fischer ~vans
(SLvans
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jew elers, @nc.
oBJnc.

Phone: 267-0901

Covenant
College
Pens Pens

Fairyland
Drugs

Editor: Timothy
Tim othy Belz
Writers: Bruce Tilton, Debbie Wallis,
Gary Lindley, John Wilson, Robert
Sanderson, Randy Nabors, James Ward,
Lewis Ruff, Rob Rayburn, Joanna
Guiney,
Quincy, Sheila Bouma, Paul Meiners, Pat
Reilly, Linda Miller
Headlines: Paul Meiners
Staff: Jean Harrison, Sheila Bouma,
Naomi Black, Carol Starzer, Pat Reilly
Artists: Nat Belz, Peter Mollenkof,
Mary Schum
Photographers: Bob Petito, James Ward,
Dale Smith, Tim Belz
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Thanksgiving service,
service. First Reformed
Presbyterian Church

Phone: 821-6544
ABCD
E

A journal of news and opinion published
A
weekly by members of
o f the Covenant
College student body. Subscriptions are
available at $3.00 per year. Address all
correspondence to Bagpipe, Covenant
College,Lookout
Col lege, Lookout Mountain, Tennessee
37350.

26 Thursday

Monday-Friday: 7:
7:00
a m -5 :30
00 am-5:
30 pm
7:00 a m -1 :0 0 pm
Saturday: 7:00am~1:00pm
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ANO THER ONE
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